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# DEPARTMENT ROLE FUNCTIONS

1 Works closely with the director to cast the film. Assists in the organization of casting calls and
auditions, and in the recruitment and hiring of cast.

2
Coordinates, facilitates, and oversees the preparation of the production unit, including: all off-set
logistics, day to day production decisions, locations, budget schedules and personnel. Prepares 
script breakdown and preliminary shooting schedule with the 1st AD.

3

During preproduction he/she works in conjunction with the UPM in organizing the crew, securing 
equipment, script break down, stripboard prep, and shooting schedule. During production he/she
assists the director with respect to on-set production details, coordinates and supervises crew and
cast activities and facilitates an organized flow of production activity.

4
The chief assistant to the 1st AD in conducting the business of the set or the location site. Prepares
the call sheet and the daily production report, distributes scripts, sides, changes, and call sheets to 
cast and crew.

5 Maintains a daily log of the shots covered and their relation to the script during the course of a 
production, acts as chief continuity person, and as an on-set liaison to the post-production staff. 

6
The chief on-set/on-location assistant of the 1st AD in terms of set operations. Manages walkie-
talkies, traffic cones, and other production staff equipment and assists in the direction of 
background action and the supervision of crowd control.

7 Works closely with the UPM to maintain the production’s budget. Prepares the budget, maintains 
production accounts, facilitates release of expenditures, accounts for costs.

8 Manages the discovery and securing of locations, maintains a liaison between the production and 
the local authorities, and obtains the necessary clearance and release for use of locations.

9 Publicizes the film during all phases of production. Secures permission for and supervising
placement of posters, flyers, and other promo ads, and maintains a liaison with the press.

1)  Identify the film roles and departments in the following table.
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10
Develops, coordinates, facilitates, and oversees the overall design of the production, acts as a 
supervisor to the makeup, hair, and wardrobe departments, and as a consultant to the camera, 
production design, special effects, and compositing departments.

11
Develops, coordinates, facilitates, and oversees the design of the sets, whether on stage or 
practical locations, supervises the work of the construction crew, set decorating crew, and property 
department in conjunction with the director and DP.

12
Develops, coordinates, facilitates, and oversees the design of publicity materials including posters, 
promo shots, and the website, designs and implementation of production website, posters and 
other promotional materials.

13 Applies makeup to cast members, maintains actor’s makeup during shooting, in coordination with 
the script supervisor and the continuity stills photographer.

14 Dresses cast members hair and maintains actor’s hair during shooting, in coordination with the 
script supervisor and the continuity stills photographer.

15 Designs, obtains, assembles, and maintains the costumes for a production. Coordinates with the art 
director, production designer, and DP.

16
Works as an assistant to the costume designer, helping to assemble and maintain the costumes, 
and also managing and facilitating the use of the costumes during production. Assists the costume 
design in design, obtaining, and assembly of costumes, and helps the actors change.

17
Works in coordination with the art director, production designer, and DP to gather, maintain, and 
manage all the props for a production. Seeks and obtains props, and maintains and manages 
props.

18 Works closely with the art director, production designer, construction foreman, and DP to dress 
and decorate the sets. Paints, draps, arranges props, and small-scale landscaping.
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19 The camera and lighting supervisor on the production. Operates cameras and coordinates
lighting, angle, motion control, media, settings, etc.

20 Assists the DP in camera operation, focus marking & pulling, and maintains and manages 
camera equipment.

21 Assists the DP in camera operation and maintenance, slating & loading, focus marking & 
pulling, and maintains and manages camera equipment.

22
Assists the DP in camera operation, maintenance and management of camera equipment,
and works in coordination with the script supervisor in naming, labeling, slating, and logging
shots and safekeeping reels/tapes. 

23

Uses a digital still camera to establish continuity referents for each shot covered in a day of 
shooting. Takes pictures of each shot covered, with particular attention to in-point and out-
point of a shot. These shots are cross-referenced with the script supervisor’s log for
accessibility on set  to ensure accessibility of continuity stills during production.

24 Documents the production by taking still photographs of set operations. These pictures are
used for documentary and publicity purposes (poster shots, portraits, etc).

25 Captures “behind the scenes” footage (stills of set operations, interviews with cast and crew, 
etc) for the Electronic Press Kit and other documentary purposes.

26 The chief electrician who supervises set lighting in accordance with the requirements of the
DP.  Maintains and manages lights, lighting equipment and generator.

27 The chief assistant to the gaffer in the lighting of sets and locations, and the operation of
electrical systems. Maintains and manages lights, lighting equipment and generator.
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28
The on-set/on-location sound engineer responsible for the recording of production sound 
and any sync-related on-set sound mixing and playback. Supervises capture of audio onto 
various devices from various sources, maintains and manages on-set sound equipment.

29
Works under the supervision of the mixer/recordist in the recording of production sound, 
holding mic booms, placing and setting-up mics, holding cables, and operating various 
recording devices. 

30
Acts mainly as a liaison between the mixer/recordist and the script supervisor, managing and 
logging media assets, labeling, maintainning and managing tapes and media, and reporting 
tape/shot info to script supervisor for log.

31
Works with the gaffer in setting and cutting lights to creating shadow effects for the set 
lighting and supervises camera cranes, dollies, platforms, and “wild wall” movements 
according to the DP.

32 The chief assistant to the key grip, aiding him/her in rigging, cutting light, and carrying out 
camera movements.  Assists in the various technical set operations required by the DP.

33
Assistants to the key grip, aiding him/her in rigging, cutting light, and carrying out camera 
movements. holding flags and bounces, laying dolly track, and assisting in the various 
technical set operations required by the DP.

34 The chief grip responsible for operating the camera dolly, usually in conjunction with the 
best-boy grip. 

35
Works in coordination with the art director, production designer, DP, and set dressers, 
overseeing the construction and demolition of sets,  and the implementation of special 
equipment such as camera jibs, dollies, car-mounts and platforms.

36 Aid the construction foreman in set construction and demolition.
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37
Works under the supervision of the director and executive producer to assemble the footage
into successive cuts until a final cut is reached, to output of the final cut to several formats
and assist the DP with color correction and other post-production effects.

38

Works as an assistant to the editor, helping him/her with by logging and capturing footage,
organizing and managing media in coordination with the script supervisor’s log, preparing
offline edit timelines for the director,  maintaining a system of backups, and assisting with 
compression and multi-format output.

39
Works under the supervision of the director, DP, and art director and in coordination with the
editor to design and implement compositing effects, supervise  and implementate all 
compositing work.

40 Work under the supervision of the lead compositor and the art director to implement 
compositing effects, and digital scrubbing and cleaning. 

41
Responsible for the ideation and creation of the overall soundtrack of the film. He/she
supervises the mix of music, dialogue, ADR, foley, produces sound effects, textures, and
landscapes, and supervises the mix for various output formats.

42 Writes original music to be heard in the film as demanded in both pre and postproduction 
and supervises the recording of the music.

43 Mixes the overall soundtrack in stereo and/or multi-channel formats, for home system and 
theatrical release, prepares final mixes for mastering.

44 Generates and records sound effects to accompany specific visual objects, movements, and 
on-screen sound sources, such as footsteps or punches.
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2)  Identify the film roles in these pictures.

A) B) C)

D) E) F)
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G) H) I)

J) K) L)
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G) H) I)

J) K) L)
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3) Fill in the next table with the film staff of your favorite movie. 

ORIGINAL TITLE YEAR TIME COUNTRY GENRE

DIRECTOR(S) SCREENWRITER(S) COMPOSER(S) CINEMATOGRAPHER(S)

ACTOR(S) ACTRESS(ES)  

STUDIO PRODUCER(S) STORY BOARD ARTIST(S) VFX COMPOSITOR(S)

AWARD(S) SYNOPSIS / PLOT
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DEPARTMENT
ROLE
FUNCTIONS
1
Works closely with the director to cast the film. Assists in the organization of casting calls and auditions, and in the recruitment and hiring of cast.
2
Coordinates, facilitates, and oversees the preparation of the production unit, including: all off-set logistics, day to day production decisions, locations, budget schedules and personnel. Prepares script breakdown and preliminary shooting schedule with the 1st AD.
3
During preproduction he/she works in conjunction with the UPM in organizing the crew, securing equipment, script break down, stripboard prep, and shooting schedule. During production he/she assists the director with respect to on-set production details, coordinates and supervises crew and cast activities and facilitates an organized flow of production activity.
4
The chief assistant to the 1st AD in conducting the business of the set or the location site. Prepares the call sheet and the daily production report, distributes scripts, sides, changes, and call sheets to cast and crew.
5
Maintains a daily log of the shots covered and their relation to the script during the course of a production, acts as chief continuity person, and as an on-set liaison to the post-production staff. 
6
The chief on-set/on-location assistant of the 1st AD in terms of set operations. Manages walkie-talkies, traffic cones, and other production staff equipment and assists in the direction of background action and the supervision of crowd control.
7
Works closely with the UPM to maintain the production’s budget. Prepares the budget, maintains production accounts, facilitates release of expenditures, accounts for costs.
8
Manages the discovery and securing of locations, maintains a liaison between the production and the local authorities, and obtains the necessary clearance and release for use of locations.
9
Publicizes the film during all phases of production. Secures permission for and supervising placement of posters, flyers, and other promo ads, and maintains a liaison with the press.
1)  
Identify the film roles and departments in the following table.
#
DEPARTMENT
ROLE
FUNCTIONS
10
Develops, coordinates, facilitates, and oversees the overall design of the production, acts as a supervisor to the makeup, hair, and wardrobe departments, and as a consultant to the camera, production design, special effects, and compositing departments.
11
Develops, coordinates, facilitates, and oversees the design of the sets, whether on stage or practical locations, supervises the work of the construction crew, set decorating crew, and property department in conjunction with the director and DP.
12
Develops, coordinates, facilitates, and oversees the design of publicity materials including posters, promo shots, and the website, designs and implementation of production website, posters and other promotional materials.
13
Applies makeup to cast members, maintains actor’s makeup during shooting, in coordination with the script supervisor and the continuity stills photographer.
14
Dresses cast members hair and maintains actor’s hair during shooting, in coordination with the script supervisor and the continuity stills photographer.
15
Designs, obtains, assembles, and maintains the costumes for a production. Coordinates with the art director, production designer, and DP.
16
Works as an assistant to the costume designer, helping to assemble and maintain the costumes, and also managing and facilitating the use of the costumes during production. Assists the costume design in design, obtaining, and assembly of costumes, and helps the actors change.
17
Works in coordination with the art director, production designer, and DP to gather, maintain, and manage all the props for a production. Seeks and obtains props, and maintains and manages props.
18
Works closely with the art director, production designer, construction foreman, and DP to dress and decorate the sets. Paints, draps, arranges props, and small-scale landscaping.
#
DEPARTMENT
ROLE
FUNCTIONS
19
The camera and lighting supervisor on the production. Operates cameras and coordinates lighting, angle, motion control, media, settings, etc.
20
Assists the DP in camera operation, focus marking & pulling, and maintains and manages camera equipment.
21
Assists the DP in camera operation and maintenance, slating & loading, focus marking & pulling, and maintains and manages camera equipment.
22
Assists the DP in camera operation, maintenance and management of camera equipment, and works in coordination with the script supervisor in naming, labeling, slating, and logging shots and safekeeping reels/tapes. 
23
Uses a digital still camera to establish continuity referents for each shot covered in a day of shooting. Takes pictures of each shot covered, with particular attention to in-point and out-point of a shot. These shots are cross-referenced with the script supervisor’s log for accessibility on set  to ensure accessibility of continuity stills during production.
24
Documents the production by taking still photographs of set operations. These pictures are used for documentary and publicity purposes (poster shots, portraits, etc).
25
Captures “behind the scenes” footage (stills of set operations, interviews with cast and crew, etc) for the Electronic Press Kit and other documentary purposes.
26
The chief electrician who supervises set lighting in accordance with the requirements of the DP.  Maintains and manages lights, lighting equipment and generator.
27
The chief assistant to the gaffer in the lighting of sets and locations, and the operation of electrical systems. Maintains and manages lights, lighting equipment and generator.
#
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ROLE
FUNCTIONS
28
The on-set/on-location sound engineer responsible for the recording of production sound and any sync-related on-set sound mixing and playback. Supervises capture of audio onto various devices from various sources, maintains and manages on-set sound equipment.
29
Works under the supervision of the mixer/recordist in the recording of production sound, holding mic booms, placing and setting-up mics, holding cables, and operating various recording devices. 
30
Acts mainly as a liaison between the mixer/recordist and the script supervisor, managing and logging media assets, labeling, maintainning and managing tapes and media, and reporting tape/shot info to script supervisor for log.
31
Works with the gaffer in setting and cutting lights to creating shadow effects for the set lighting and supervises camera cranes, dollies, platforms, and “wild wall” movements according to the DP.
32
The chief assistant to the key grip, aiding him/her in rigging, cutting light, and carrying out camera movements.  Assists in the various technical set operations required by the DP.
33
Assistants to the key grip, aiding him/her in rigging, cutting light, and carrying out camera movements. holding flags and bounces, laying dolly track, and assisting in the various technical set operations required by the DP.
34
The chief grip responsible for operating the camera dolly, usually in conjunction with the best-boy grip. 
35
Works in coordination with the art director, production designer, DP, and set dressers, overseeing the construction and demolition of sets,  and the implementation of special equipment such as camera jibs, dollies, car-mounts and platforms.
36
Aid the construction foreman in set construction and demolition.
#
DEPARTMENT
ROLE
FUNCTIONS
37
Works under the supervision of the director and executive producer to assemble the footage into successive cuts until a final cut is reached, to output of the final cut to several formats and assist the DP with color correction and other post-production effects.
38
Works as an assistant to the editor, helping him/her with by logging and capturing footage, organizing and managing media in coordination with the script supervisor’s log, preparing offline edit timelines for the director,  maintaining a system of backups, and assisting with compression and multi-format output.
39
Works under the supervision of the director, DP, and art director and in coordination with the editor to design and implement compositing effects, supervise  and implementate all compositing work.
40
Work under the supervision of the lead compositor and the art director to implement compositing effects, and digital scrubbing and cleaning. 
41
Responsible for the ideation and creation of the overall soundtrack of the film. He/she supervises the mix of music, dialogue, ADR, foley, produces sound effects, textures, and landscapes, and supervises the mix for various output formats.
42
Writes original music to be heard in the film as demanded in both pre and postproduction and supervises the recording of the music.
43
Mixes the overall soundtrack in stereo and/or multi-channel formats, for home system and theatrical release, prepares final mixes for mastering.
44
Generates and records sound effects to accompany specific visual objects, movements, and on-screen sound sources, such as footsteps or punches.
2)  
Identify the film roles in these pictures.
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Fill in the next table with the film staff of your favorite movie. 
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